From time to time J.H. Fletcher & Co. (“Fletcher”) may make upgrades to components of its roof bolters. Fletcher recently made a change to a major electric motor on roof bolters operated in South Africa only. The part number of the original motor was 51723; it has been changed to part number 58001.

The new number does not change the 50 hp, 550-950V Atex certification. The reason this change is being done is to assure our customers that the motor and the associated documentation on the motor are correct to South African standards when you are ordering it.

When you purchase a new motor, or need your existing motor refurbished, Fletcher and Joy request that you order by the new part number. Joy will ensure that you get the correct motor when you order new or repair an existing motor. As new motors are ordered, the old part number will be removed from our system for those machines that need the ATEX, IEC certification.

In order to ensure you are ordering the correct motor, Fletcher and Joy are providing a sheet to be added to your parts book that shows the correct part number. Please place the attached updated parts sheet in the electrical section of your parts book. This sheet will identify to anyone ordering the correct part number to order.

If you no longer own or operate a Fletcher roof bolter with this motor, we ask that you forward this notice to the new owner, if known. Also, please inform them that this notice, as well as other notices and information can be found on our website, www.jhfletcher.com.
Fletcher and Joy Global are sorry for any confusion or inconvenience caused by this change. The new part number will confirm that you are receiving the correct component for your machine.

If you have any questions about your machine, the applicability of this bulletin to any machine, or any other safety issues, please contact David Cooper, at dcooper@jhfletcher.com.
NOTICE

MOTOR FOR THIS MACHINE WAS PART NUMBER 51723; NEW PART NUMBEER IS 58001. ORDER THIS PART NUMBER TO ENSURE YOU ARE GETTING THE CORRECT & APPROVED MOTOR FOR THIS MACHINE.

THIS MACHINE HAS A 50 HP, 550-950 ATEX, IEC CERTIFIED MOTOR.

USE ONLY THIS MOTOR FOR THIS MACHINE.